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USER DEFINED CLASS & OBJECT 

 Class:- 

 It is a user-defined data type which provides a self-contained block, in 

which variables and methods(function) can be kept together. 

  It is the most important entity of object-oriented language because 

all the features of OOPS technique can be  implemented through Class. 
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The syntax of defining a class in Java is as follows- 

Syntax  : ---         class        <classname> 

    { 

                  Variable declaration; 

                   Method declaration; 

    } 

   Ex:- class       A 

    { 

                  int a; 

                  private  float  b; 

                  public   void   f1() 

                  { 

                            ……………. 

                            ……………. 

                   } 

        } 

 All the variables declared within class are called Data Members.  

 

And all the methods declared within class are called Member Methods. 
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Ex:-                        class            A 

    { 

               int a;                                  // Data Member 

               private  float       b;  // Data Member 

               public   void    f1( ) // Member Method 

               { 

                         ……………… 

                        ……………… 

                 } 

    } 

This feature of class by which variables and methods can be kept together 

within single unit, is called as ENCAPSULATION property of Object 

Oriented Technique. And that single unit is called as “CLASS”. 

Actually ENCAPSULATION consists of two words ---------- 

                            EN      +      CAPSULATION 

                              

                          Within           process of grouping the mixture 

Thus , the process of grouping the mixture of variables and methods within 

one packet is known as ENCAPSULATION. And that packet is called as 

CLASS. 
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        OBJECT      

Object is also a variable which is created by the class name. In another word, 

we can also say that a class type variable is called as object. 

 Since, class name is used as a data type and this name is defined by user. 

That‟s why class is called as user-defined data type. 

 An object of a class is used to allocate the memory space and to hold the 

numbers of a class within memory. So, Any member of a class cannot reside 

within memory unless or until, an object of that class is created. 

 The creation of object is followed in two steps in Java- 

1. Declaration of object. 

Syntax:-                  classname       objectname; 

2. Instantiation of object. 

Syntax:-                  objectname = new classname( ); 

The above two steps can be combined as one statement as follows- 

  classname     objectname = new   classname( ); // Declaration with 

                                                                                              Instantiation 

 When the object is declared then it allocates the memory space only but 

does not hold the members of class. After declaration, it holds the NULL 

value only. 

 That‟s why, the instantiation of an object is must in java. “new” 

keyword is used for the instantiation of object in Java. After instantiation, an 

object holds the members of corresponding class. 
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Ex:-                       class A         

               { 

                  int a;      

                                                float b;    

                  public void f1( )   

                 {     

                        ……………..      

                                       ……………..      

      

                   }     

                                 } 

class          M 

{ 

     public static void main(String args[]) 

     { 

                         A obj;                   // Declaration 

                         obj = new A( );          // Instantiation 

           or, 

                          A obj = new A( ); // Declaration with instantiation 

       } 
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} 

 

 

The Statement:- 

  A obj;      will allocate the memory and holds NULL. 

                                                         obj 

                                

  

 

 But, after the statement:- 

      obj = new A( );      All the members of class are loaded within object 

area.  

                                                      obj 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As we know that we cannot use any members of class unless or until 

they reside within memory. 

NULL 

                 int a; 

  float b; 

  public void f1( ) 

  { 

  ……………. 

  ……………... 

                  } 
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 Therefore, the object declaration and instantiation both are must in Java. 

 Once the members of class are loaded within object area then they can 

be accessed outside class as follows ------------ 

 

Syntax :------ 

                               object . membername; 

 

where, dot(.) is called as “Member Access Operator”. 

Ex:- 

                     obj.a=10; 

                     obj.b=4.25f; 

                     obj.f1(); 

 

 

 

Mode/ Scope specifier in Java Class:- 

 Mode/ Scope specifier is a keyword which specifies the scope and 

lifetime of the members within class. It tells us that, which members can be 

accessed up to what extent outside the class. Therefore it is also called as 

Access Modifier. 

The Java Class support 5 types of modes------------------ 

1. Friendly (By default) 

2. Private 

3. Public 
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4. Protected 

5. Private protected 

 

 

1. Friendly :- 

 It is the default mode within Java class. It is a same as the “Public” 

mode but it is different from “public” in case of different package. 

 Those members which are declared within “friendly” mode, can be 

accessed from anywhere outside the class through object within same package 

only. “friendly” is not a keyword, so it can not be written. 

Ex:- 

       class      A 

       { 

                     int   x; 

                     float   y; 

                     void    f1()                                 friendly   members 

                     { 

                           ------------- 

                           ------------- 

                      } 

       } 

   class       M 

   { 

        public static void main(String args[]) 
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         { 

             

              

               x = 10; 

               y = 4.25f;                             Wrong 

               f1(); 

 

              A      a1 = new    A(); 

               a1.x = 10; 

               a1.y = 4.25f;                              Right 

               a1.f1(); 

        } 

} 

 

2. Private:- 

 Those members which are declared within “Private” mode, can not be 

accessed outside the class. They can be used only within the class. 

 Generally, Data members should be declare within “Private” mode. 

This mode implements the Data Hiding / Data Abstraction feature of Object 

Oriented Technique. 

Ex:- 
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      class      A 

            { 

                 private   int   x; 

                private     float   y; 

                private     void    f1()                   private   members 

                     { 

                           ------------- 

                           ------------- 

                      } 

       } 

   class       M 

   { 

        public static void main(String args[]) 

         { 

                       

               x = 10; 

               y = 4.25f;                             Wrong 

               f1(); 
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           A      a1 = new    A(); 

               a1.x = 10; 

               a1.y = 4.25f;                              Wrong 

               a1.f1(); 

        } 

} 

3. Public:- 

 Those members which are declared within “public” mode, can be 

accessed from anywhere outside the class through object.  

 Generally, member methods should be declared within “public” mode. 

But the basic difference between “friendly” and “public” mode is that the 

“friendly” members can be accessed within same package only whereas the 

“public” members can be accessed within same package and outside package 

both. 

Ex:- 

       class      A 

       { 

                 public    int   x; 

                 public    float   y; 

                 public    void    f1()                    public   members 

                     { 

                           ------------- 

                           ------------- 

                      } 

       } 
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   class       M 

   { 

        public static void main(String args[]) 

         { 

             

              

               x = 10; 

               y = 4.25f;                             Wrong 

               f1(); 

 

              A      a1 = new    A(); 

               a1.x = 10; 

               a1.y = 4.25f;                              Right 

               a1.f1(); 

        } 

} 

NOTE :- We will show the examples of within package and outside  

                 package later in the “Pckage” Chapter. 
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4. Protected:- 

The “protected” members can be accessed within sub class and non-sub 

class both within same package but by the sub class only out-side 

package. 

EX  -----  

       class      A 

       { 

                 protected    int   x; 

                 protected    float   y; 

                 protected    void    f1()                    protected   members 

                     { 

                           ------------- 

                           ------------- 

                      } 

       } 

 

 

 

   class       M 

   { 

        public static void main(String args[]) 

         { 

               x = 10; 

               y = 4.25f;                             Wrong 

               f1(); 
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            A      a1 = new    A(); 

               a1.x = 10; 

               a1.y = 4.25f;                              Right 

               a1.f1(); 

        } 

} 

 

 

 

5. Private Protected:- 

The “private protected” members can be accessed by the child class only 

within same package. 

EX  -----  

       class      A 

       { 

                private protected    int   x; 

                private protected    float   y; 

                private protected    void    f1()            private   protected   members 

                     { 

                           ------------- 

                           ------------- 

                      } 

       } 
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   class       M 

   { 

        public static void main(String args[]) 

         { 

               x = 10; 

               y = 4.25f;                             Wrong 

               f1(); 

 

               

            A      a1 = new    A(); 

               a1.x = 10; 

               a1.y = 4.25f;                              Wrong 

               a1.f1(); 

        } 

} 
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN C++ CLASS & JAVA CLASS 

 

1. The default mode within C++ class is “private” whereas the default 

mode within Java class is “friendly”. 

 

2. The data members can not be assigned in C++ class whereas the data 

members can be assigned in Java class. 

Ex:- In C++    In Java 

 class A    class A 

 {     { 

                 wrong int a = 10;             int a = 10;         Right 

 float b = 8.5;    float b = 8.5f; 

 Public:     public void f1( )       

 void f1( )    { 

 {     ………………… 

 …………    ………………… 

 ………...    ………………… 

 }     } 

 };     } 

3. The member function can be defined outside the class also in C++. 

Whereas it cannot be done in Java. 

Ex:- In C++    In Java 

 Class A    class A 

 {     { 

 Public:     public void f1( ) 

 Void f1( );    { 
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 };     ……………….. 

 Void A: : f1( )   } 

 {     } 

 …………. 

 …………. 

 } 

4. The C++ class is terminated by the semicolon ( ;) with closing brace. 

Whereas it is not used in Java class. 

 

5. Assignment in variables in java. 

Ex:- int a = 10; 

Ex:- long b = 20l or 20l; 

Ex:- float f = 8.5l  or 8.5f; 

Ex:- double d = 8.5; 

Ex:- char C = „10‟; 

 

 

Q :-   Write a program to create a user defined class named “Student” . Input  

          one student name, roll, fee and course and printhem. 

 

Solun :-    

         import     java.util.*; 

 

class Student 

{ 

  

     private  String   sname, course; 

     private  int roll; 

     private   float  fee; 

 

     public void   entry() 

     { 
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          Scanner   s1 = new   Scanner(System.in) ; 

       

 

       System.out.print(“\n Enter Student Name:-“); 

       sname = s1.nextLine(); 

       System.out.print(“\n Enter Student Roll:-“); 

       roll = s1.nextInt(); 

      System.out.print(“\n Enter Student Fee:-“); 

       fee = s1.nextFloat(); 

      System.out.print(“\n Enter Student Course:-“); 

       course = s1.nextLine(); 

  } 

 

public   void   display() 

  { 

        System.out.print(“\n Name = “ + sname); 

        System.out.print(“\n Roll = “ + roll); 

       System.out.print(“\n Fee = “ + fee); 

       System.out.print(“\n Course = “ + course); 

} 

} 

 

class   StudentMain 

{ 

     public static void main(String args[]) 

      { 

 

            Student    s1  =  new   Student(); 

                 s1 . entry(); 

                 s1 . display(); 

      } 
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} 

 

 

 

**********    Self   Assessment Questions ********** 

 

 

Q. Write a program to create a class named “circle” and find its area  

         and   perimeter. 

          

Q.       Write a program to create a class and find the area of “Cube” And  

 

           “Cuboid” . 


